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COURSE NUMBER    HUM 351 
 
COURSE TITLE Ancient Myth, Folklore, and Legend 
 
CREDITS      3 
 
PREREQUISITE   none 
 
FACULTY MEMBER    
  
TERM       
 
METHOD OF CONTACT/ OFFICE HOURS 
 
COURSE TIME BREAKDOWN 
  
 40 Hours of Structured Learning Activities 
 
TEXTBOOKS 
*A list of course textbooks are available on the Wilmington University Bookstore website: 
http://bookstore.wilmu.edu/  
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
In many ways, world folklore is the basis of the arts and also a strong influence on areas as diverse as 
psychology and religion. This course acquaints the students with an array of traditional folk topics, 
including myths, fables, aphorisms, superstitions, fairy tales, and other sources of folk belief. This course 
teaches students to take knowledge of ancient myths and analyze the connections to the culture that 
produced the myths and folklore in addition to analyzing how certain myths have helped shape some 
current cultural values. 
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES  
 
This course will provide students with the knowledge and skills to: 
 
1. Analyze myths and legends, using discipline-appropriate language, including basic types of myths 

and common themes. 
 

2. Analyze myths and legends as a part of cultural literacy.  
 

3. Categorize elements in a myth like unknown authorship, a desire to explain natural phenomenon or 
the universe, a narrator, a regular plot with conflict and resolution, supernatural beings and gods, 
human emotions, and metamorphoses. 
 

4. Analyze commonalities in tools that humans use to handle phenomena like natural disasters that they 
cannot solve through normal channels. 
 

5. Analyze customs related to appealing to a divine entity for intervention and are then explained in 
myths and religion. 
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6. Practice critical thinking and communication skills in all class activities. 

 
 
METHODOLOGY 

 
A. Teaching and Learning Strategies 

Assigned Readings, Web-Enhanced Activities, External Literature Review, Blogs/Discussions, 
Zoom, PowerPoint/Prezi, and Kaltura.  

  
B.   Evaluation Methods 

Discussion Boards, Reflections, Milestones towards a final project, and Final Project 
 
ATTENDANCE POLICY: 

 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE AND GRADING POLICY: 

 
LATE ASSIGNMENT POLICY: 

 
CAS CLASSROOM STANDARDS:  See Canvas “Syllabus” area 

 
COURSE SCHEDULE (all assignments and due dates):  
 
 
 


